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WHY ARE WE HERE?

• We think GR is rightish

• We think QM is rightish

• We don’t think we can have both at once.

We’re looking for the right theory of gravity...



WHY NOT GR AND QM?

• Both claim unlimited domain.

• So in principle all regions are governed by both.

• Can’t have C# = Q#



Is it that GR just doesn’t know about quantum matter?

Not such a big deal . . .

Neither GR nor QM seems to have content.

Both are framework theories.

But one is quantum the other classical.

What’s the real worry here?



SO HYBRIDIZE!

Gµν = κ<Tµν> solves the problem of mixed-mode equations. 

Semiclassical gravity turns quantum stress-energy into C#.

This solves the mixed mode problem. So now what?



WHY NOT SCG?

Mathematical inconsistency

Conflicts with Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle

Contradicted by experiments (thought and actual)

Violates unification principles

Contradictions abound apparently



NOPE



SO WHY NOT STICK WITH 
SCG?

Probably SCG is empirically inadequate.

Also, no back-reaction as written.

(Can be fixed using a point-splitting prescription...... and some stipulation...)



THE EXPECTATION VALUE

Problem: How to deal with products of stress-energy.

Needed to define the expectation value.

Solution: Define the expectation value by its expected 
properties.



WALD’S PRESCRIPTION

〈φ(x)φ( ′x )〉1 − 〈φ(x)φ( ′x )〉2 < Tµν >1 − < Tµν >2Whenever                                                is a smooth function,                                  
should be given by the point-splitting prescription.  (The different indices 
on the products correspond to distinct algebraic states.)

The expected stress-energy should be local with respect to the state of the 
field.

〈0 |Tab | 0〉 = 0In Minkowski spacetime,                            .

∇a 〈Tab 〉 = 0For all states,                     .



The prescription is essentially unique.

And the semiclassical Einstein equation it generates is provably

consistent and satisfiable for φ a Hadamard state.

For recent developments, see

Wald, “The History and Present Status of Quantum Field Theory in Curved Spacetime”

arXiv:gr-qc/0608018v1



THE REAL ISSUE

We’ve thrown out all the interesting quantum stuff.

And this does seem like a problem.

So SCG not a viable option after all.



REMAINING OPTIONS

Canonical Gravity

String/M -theory

Causal sets

Other novel revolutionary stuff



AND ALSO . . .

Extend Semiclassical Gravity

... my preferred option.



STOCHASTIC GRAVITY

A conservative extension of SCG

Incorporate quantum features in stages.



The method is not revolutionary.

It is not an end-state.

It is not fundamental.

It is not, in some sense, a theory at all.



Instead:

It is a method for progress in microgravity,

following the Lorentzian strategy.



STOCHASTIC GRAVITY
THE BASICS

Gµν =κ 〈Tµν 〉+ ξµν

〈ξµν (x)ξσρ (y)〉 ≡ 2〈{[T̂µν (x)− 〈T̂µν (x)〉],[T̂ρσ (y)− 〈T̂ρσ (y)〉]}〉

Here, ξµν is given by:



QUANTUM OPEN SYSTEMS

Assume a complete micro theory incorporating gravity

Assume it’s a quantum system

What follows:

It’s closed

Spacetime an open system embedded in it

Spacetime a way of representing one aspect of system 



THREE DIRECTIONS

Kinetic theory

Hydrodynamics

Condensed matter



KINETIC THEORY

Deduce correlations of metric fluctuations from correlation 
noise in matter field.

Reconstitute quantum coherence from correlation functions.

Metastable structures in various regimes of matter theory 
will have spacetime counterparts.



Not a mechanical procedure. 

Nor was Ptolemaic astronomy.

Nor was Lorentzian electrodynamics.

A method, actual results may vary.



HYDRODYNAMIC AND 
CONDENSED MATTER 

APPROACHES

Analogy between conductance and two-point correlation 
function.

The universe a super-fluid and spacetime one of its 
condensates.

Intriguing ideas, but not well-developed as yet.



VIRTUES OF THE METHOD

First it is a method: Not speculative ontology. Begins with what 
we know and probes deeper.

Second it makes contact with other approaches in the end state.

It is self-correcting.

It has worked in the past - and perhaps been necessary.



LIMITATIONS
OF THE METHOD

No guarantees.

Progress is slow.

Problems of interpretation still abound, and no clear 
guidance



Finally, what are philosophers supposed to do here?

What is our role in physics in transition?

Are we mere reporters, or perhaps more charitably, taxonomists?

What positively can we contribute?



CONNECTION TO 
EMPIRICAL TEST

Current “empirical results”.

Black hole radiation is thermal.

Scalar pair production via expanding cosmos.

(Are the arguments of Krauss and Wilczek relevant here?)

Expected empirical results.

Each other approach should coincide at some point.

Likely to find definite divergences at observable scale if they’re there to find.

speculative



CONCLUSIONS 

 Revolution is not always the way forward. 

Stochastic gravity worth a look by philosophers (and physicists).

Philosophers need to be clear on what we’re doing here.


